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ABSTRACT
The field of security and privacy has made steady progresses in
developing technical mechanisms, which I refer to as the first wave
of security and privacy research. Since the 70’s, human factors
and usability have been recognized as a key property of effective
security and privacy mechanisms. This is what I call the second
wave of security and privacy research, focusing on usability. In
this article, I propose and advocate for a third wave of research
that I call inclusive security and privacy, which is concerned with
designing security and privacy mechanisms that are inclusive to
people with various characteristics, abilities, needs and values. I
present a preliminary research framework and research agenda for
advancing inclusive security and privacy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past four or so decades, the security and privacy research
community has made great strides in identifying security and privacy risks in information and communication technologies and
designing various basic and applied countermeasures such as cryptography, encryption, access control, formal methods, secure computation, and privacy-preserving/enhancing techniques. I call this
the first wave of security and privacy research, or technical security
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and privacy, which focuses on the technical mechanisms and continues to grow strongly as we move towards the Internet of Things
and Quantum Computing.
Since Saltzer and Schroeder’s seminal work in 1975 advocating
for computer security mechanisms to be “psychologically acceptable” [47], the human factors and more specifically the usability
of security and privacy mechanisms have become a key research
topic for security and privacy research (e.g., [5, 28, 34, 96]). For
instance, Whitten and Tyler conducted a well-known user study
of PGP and found that it was difficult for ordinary people to use
PGP and thus its value was limited, pointing to the importance
of usability in security mechanisms. More broadly, usability has
been considered as a first class design requirement for security and
privacy designs. I call this the second wave of security and privacy
research, or usable security and privacy, focusing on the usability
of technical designs.
In this article, I propose a third wave of security and privacy
research, taking human abilities and characteristics as first class
design requirements and centering on designing mechanisms that
are inclusive to the widest possible range of users. I call this inclusive
security and privacy (inclusive S&P), the idea of designing security
and privacy mechanisms that are inclusive to different human abilities,
characteristics, needs, identities, and values.
My thinking behind these three waves of security and privacy
research was in part inspired by Harrison et al.’s conceptualization
of the three paradigms of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research: man-machine fit with a human factor underpinning, human
brains as information processors with roots in cognitive science,
and situated perspectives with roots in design science and social
sciences such as anthropology and ethnomethodology [41]. They
note that every wave or paradigm of HCI research represents a
different but not necessarily exclusive orientation of research which
highlights what kinds of research questions should be pursued, the
methodologies for answering these research questions, and how
the research outcomes should be evaluated.
Some exciting research has been done in the flavor of inclusive
S&P, such as PassChords, an accessible smart phone authentication mechanism for blind users [9], or DigiSwitch, a device for
older adults to monitor and control the collection and transmission of their health information [20]. These examples illustrate the
prospect of making security and privacy designs more inclusive
to marginalized populations. However, I would argue that is not
enough because these research efforts, while being very valuable,
are still in the peripheral of the field. The wide range of underserved populations deserve more attention and research in a more
systematic way. Inclusive S&P needs a stronger presence to make
it more mainstream, just like how usability has been elevated and
widely recognized in the field of security and privacy. As such,
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inclusiveness should be expected in all security and privacy designs
rather than being a property that only a few system designers espouse. One of the goals of this article is to advocate that inclusive
S&P is more than a nuanced vision of usable S&P. Rather, inclusive
S&P calls for some new conceptualizations and/or methodologies
of security and privacy designs that can serve a broader range of
users.
This article will highlight the limitations of the current framings/foci of security and privacy research and advocate for a new
perspective of security and privacy research. In the remainder of
this article, I will first describe a preliminary research framework
to systematically pursue inclusive S&P research. I will then outline
some promising areas of research for inclusive S&P.

2

A RESEARCH FRAMEWORK OF INCLUSIVE
SECURITY AND PRIVACY

This section describes a preliminary framework of inclusive security and privacy, based on the relevant literature and my previous
and ongoing work on this topic. The long-term research agenda
of inclusive security and privacy is to design security and privacy
mechanisms for everyone. This ambitious vision goes beyond making security and privacy designs usable. In addition to usability,
inclusive security and privacy designs must be inclusive of different
human abilities, characteristics, values and needs.
There are three key insights that guide this new research perspective. First, most security and privacy mechanisms were designed
with the general population in mind, leaving many specific user
groups under-studied and under-served such as people with disabilities. Second, studying these under-served populations’ security
and privacy practices will not only deepen our understanding of
their needs and challenges but also create an opportunity to examine and re-think more broadly about current security and privacy
conceptualizations, methodologies, and designs. Third, designing
for these under-served populations will not only create security and
privacy mechanisms that better support them but also potentially
benefit everyone, an embodiment of universal design [62, 89, 90].
Universal design refers to “the design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible,
without the need for adaptation or specialized design” [13]. This
idea was originally developed in the field of architecture [62] and a
set of principles have been proposed for universal design [13]. For
instance, the principle of equitable use means that designs should
be useful to people with different abilities [13]. One concrete guideline to achieve this principle is that the designs should provide the
same means of use to all users regardless of their abilities [13]. For
example, a building ramp can be used by different people and it will
benefit those with and without wheelchairs (e.g. when people have
strollers or luggage). More recently, universal design has also been
adopted to digital tools. A telling example is voting systems (e.g.,
those developed and used in Los Angeles). By explicitly considering and designing accessibility into voting systems, they are more
usable for people with or without disabilities [29, 35, 36, 46, 54].
Similarly, the main value of this research perspective is to guide
inclusive security and privacy designs, supporting diverse user
groups that previous designs fall short of.
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For the remainder of this article, I will mainly focus on privacy.
Given security and privacy are closely related, the research framework can also inform inclusive security designs.

2.1

Privacy for Under-Studied/Under-Served
Populations

In terms of privacy studies and designs, there are many understudied and under-served user populations. Table 1 lists a few
example populations and privacy studies thereof. These studies
uncover alternative conceptualizations of privacy, specific and/or
unique privacy requirements, and other (sometimes competing)
values (e.g. safety) that must be fulfilled alongside privacy for these
populations. I use the term under-served populations to cover a
wide range of populations. This is much broader than vulnerable
populations. For instance, veterans are an example of under-served
populations but it can be offending to call them as a vulnerable
population. I also would not assume people from a non-Western
developing country as a vulnerable population. Nevertheless, they
may be under-served in terms of supporting their security/privacy
needs.
Visually impaired. People with disabilities face many challenges in protecting their security and privacy. Failure to support
people with disabilities can not only make them more vulnerable to security/privacy risks but may also violate regulations. The
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 requires telecommunication companies in the U.S. to make their services accessible
to people with disabilities. For instance, a website that does not
provide ways in which people with disabilities can log into the site
in an accessible manner may be deemed as violating ADA.
One example disability condition is visual impairments. Visual
impairments range from partial to complete loss of vision. There
are about 22.5 million (6.9%) adult Americans with vision loss and
8 million (2.5%) Americans with visual impairments [30, 67]. There
is an estimated population of 285 million people worldwide with
visual impairments (about 4% of global population), including 39
million living with blindness and 246 million having low vision [99].
Holman et al. conducted focus groups with blind users and identified their top 10 security challenges: (1) CAPTCHA, (2) auto logout,
(3) auto refresh/reload webpage, (4) inaccessible PDF, (5) inaccessible anti-virus software, (6) auto install software, (7) auto software
updates make software inaccessible, (8) SecureID (a random number
display in the device used for logging in), (9) key loggers, and (10)
spam [44]. Some of these are more general accessibility issues such
as inaccessible PDF, and others such as key loggers are addressed
by existing anti-virus software.
Visually impaired users also have privacy concerns about using mobile devices when they are in the speakerphone or screenreading mode and generally in public because others can see or hear
what they are speaking or doing [48, 66, 102]. Visually impaired
users can wear earphones, but that is sometimes inconvenient [66]
and could limit their abilities to hear or sense the nearby environment, making them vulnerable to attacks [6]. The iOS Screen
Curtain allows iPhone users to blank their screen, but that does not
address the privacy issues caused by the screen-reading mode, and
visually impaired users may forget to activate the Screen Curtain
feature. The use of assistive technology (e.g., a portable magnifier)
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Population
disability in general [11], visual [6, 7, 9, 102],
cognitive [26, 60, 81], motor [48, 66]
Non-western/developing countries Middle East [2–4, 31], Africa [74],
India [49, 51, 64, 95], China [95]
Other under-served populations
older adults [20, 59], LGBT [14],
children [2, 17, 27, 63, 88, 91, 93, 103],
veterans [78], migrants [2, 75], refugees [75]
Table 1: Privacy of under-served populations
Disability

could attract unwanted attention and make users more noticeable
to attackers [48, 79]. Visually impaired users often have to compromise their privacy for achieving independence and/or convenience.
Ahmed et al. have conducted two studies specifically investigating visually impaired adults’ privacy needs and practices in
online and offline settings [6, 7]. They found that visually impaired
users face difficulties in detecting visual or aural eavesdropping,
have physical security and privacy concerns (e.g., using ATM), and
sometimes need to ask others (even strangers) to help (e.g. read
documents, type pin in shopping) [7]. There are proposed solutions
for specific tasks (e.g., accessible ATM [22]), but no generic solution
to address the privacy risks that emerge from asking others to help.
Visually impaired users also report difficulties in managing their
social media sharing, citing the difficulties in using the privacy
settings on social media sites (e.g., Facebook) [6]. These privacy
settings have been found to be difficult for social media users in
general [94].
Older adults. Another example under-served population is older
adults. Older adults sometimes have difficulties in using computer
technologies due to their declining motor and/or cognitive abilities [15, 53, 82]. As more older adults adopt computer technologies [45, 61], they also have many privacy concerns such as information leakage and sharing/use without their awareness and
control [25, 58, 100]. Scholars suggest that older adults are more
vulnerable to privacy risks because they have limited knowledge
of privacy risks and protection tools [16, 39, 65, 71].
Youth. For youth (especially teens), there is a widely adopted
perception that they do not care about privacy because the kinds
of sensitive things they often post on social media (e.g., revealing pictures of themselves). However, many scholars have shown
that teens do value privacy, for instance, girls are concerned about
their parents knowing too much about their social lives [63]. They
often disclose the intimate aspect of themselves to their peers because they have developmental needs - “need for social interaction,
sharing of information, and personal expression” [93].
Culture. Besides factors related to abilities and demographics,
cultural background is another factor. A meta-study found that
over 80% of published psychological studies focused on people from
Western, Industrialized, Educated, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD)
countries and thus it is highly questionable whether the results
can be generalized to people in other non-WEIRD countries [42].
In terms of privacy, similar arguments may be made. For instance,
recent studies found that the privacy conceptualization of people
in the Middle East is heavily influenced by their Arabic culture they perceive privacy around family reputation and thus the way

to enact privacy is a collective act via participatory surveillance
(e.g., family members monitor what each other posts on social
media) [3, 4].
It is worth noting that under-served populations may experience
improvements of life during a study (e.g., trying out a research prototype) but they are likely to revert back to their previous life after
the study, which can be frustrating to say the least. Therefore, it is
important for researchers to be mindful about this ethical challenge
and how to address this challenge. For instance, the researchers
may consider providing their participants the option of keeping
the prototype after the study.
People from different under-served groups may have profoundly
different needs and challenges for security and privacy. In fact, even
people with the same disability condition can vary significantly in
terms of their abilities, needs and technology uses. In addition, it
would be valuable to study the intersections of these various groups
rather than merely studying them individually. A person can have
many characteristics. For instance, a large percentage of people with
visual impairments are older adults. Thus, it would be beneficial to
consider the relationships between these characteristics and how
they might affect people’s privacy needs and practices.
One reoccurring theme across many of these populations is people’s pursuit of different (sometimes competing) values. Inclusive
privacy designs need to consider the broader everyday context in
which privacy is just one such value that people desire and people
might have to trade privacy for other values (e.g., trust) depending
on the situation.

2.2

Design for Inclusive Privacy

The design for inclusive privacy builds on several lines of research,
including privacy design and accessible design.
Design for Privacy. There are many conceptualizations of privacy [8, 37, 69, 72, 83–85]. One recent conceptualization that has
gained particular attention in the privacy literature is Helen Nissenbaum’s theory of Contextual Integrity [68–70] which calls for
context-based privacy management. She identifies two types of
contextual norms for privacy: “norms of appropriateness, i.e., what
information would be appropriate to be revealed in a context; and
norms of flow or distribution, i.e., the flow of personal information
in certain context needs to be reasonably justified. If either of these
norms has been violated, then users’ privacy is considered to be
infringed.” [69]
A number of approaches, principles, and frameworks have been
proposed for designing privacy, but they have not explicitly considered people’s varying abilities or characteristics. Privacy by Design
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(PbD) is a privacy design approach developed by the Information
and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Ann Cavoukian [23, 24]. She
offers seven high-level principles of PbD [23]. For instance, privacy
should be considered from the beginning rather than being an addon after a system or service is developed [23]. While valuable, these
principles can be too abstract for implementing privacy-preserving
systems [86]. Another set of high-profile privacy principles are the
Fair Information Practices (FIPs), proposed in a report of the US
Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1973 [92]. The
report lists five key principles for FIPs: notice, choice, use limitation, access and security. For instance, use limitation means that
user data collected for one purpose should not be used for another
purpose without the user’s consent. In addition, there are more
design-oriented privacy frameworks [12, 40, 52, 57, 87]. For instance, Langheinrich advocates for enabling anonymity in privacy
protections [52].
Value-sensitive design (VSD) is a generic design approach that
highlights and supports values in system design [32, 33]. Example values include user autonomy, freedom from bias, privacy and
trust [32]. VSD has been applied to assess technologies or privacy
designs. For instance, Xu et al. used VSD to conduct conceptual,
technical and empirical investigations of a privacy-enhancing tool,
examining how relevant theories inform the tool design, how the
tool design can be technically implemented, and how end users
would react to the tool [101]. In another example of using the
VSD approach, Briggs and Thomas conducted workshops to understand people’s perceptions of future identity technologies with
six marginalized community groups: young people, older adults,
refugees, black minority ethnic women, people with disabilities, and
mental health service users [18]. They identified both common values and different impacting factors across these community groups
regarding how people think about future identity technologies [18].
As shown in this example, VSD can be useful in identifying the underlying values that under-served user groups have and assessing
whether these values have been supported in security and privacy
designs.
Any design has embedded values either explicitly or implicitly.
I advocate that inclusiveness is desirable, which is itself a value.
Security/privacy designers need to make their value judgement and
justify their design decisions, especially when there are conflicting
values (e.g., national security and personal privacy).
Design for Accessibility. Insights from the field of accessible computing can also be useful in making security and privacy designs
inclusive to a wide range of user populations. Accessible computing focuses on building technologies to improve the independence,
access, and quality of life for people with disabilities. To achieve
this goal, a number of design approaches have been proposed such
as assistive technology [38], universal design [62, 89, 90], universal
usability [55], inclusive design [50], ethically-aware design [1, 21],
and ability-based design [98]. These approaches are helpful in conceptualizing inclusive privacy. For instance, universal design (UD)
upholds that designers should consider a wide range of user characteristics so that the resulting designs benefit everyone including
those both with and without disabilities [62, 89, 90]. Shneiderman
noted that “Accommodating a broader spectrum of usage situations forces researchers to consider a wider range of designs and
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often leads to innovations that benefit all users” [80]. There are a
number of UD design principles. For instance, perceptible information means the “design communicates necessary information
effectively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s
sensory abilities.” [90] Inclusive design attempts to counter design
exclusions - exclusion of users because of “subconscious biases and
assumptions about users’ abilities” [50].
Wobbrock et al. propose ability-based design, which shifts the
view from focusing on people’s disabilities to their abilities [98].
They propose seven ability-based design principles based on their
extensive experiences in designing technologies for people with
disabilities. These principles include ability, accountability, adaptation, transparency, context, and commodity [98]. For instance,
the principle of ability states that “Designers will focus on ability
not dis-ability, striving to leverage all that users can do” [98]. The
principle of accountability means that designers should change
the systems rather than the users if the systems do not perform
well [98]. These principles have proven valuable for designing accessible technologies for people with disabilities and should be
adopted for inclusive S&P designs that support a wide range of
under-served user groups.
It is important to note that making security/privacy mechanisms
accessible to a wide range of user populations requires careful
HCI and security/privacy considerations. In other words, a HCI
perspective alone is unlikely to address diverse populations’ security/privacy needs. For instance, new interaction devices or modes
can present new security/privacy attack surfaces and new threat
vectors (e.g., augmented reality [56]). More generally, security and
privacy are non-functional design requirements, which if not consider from the onset of the design process, would be much more
difficult to address later.
Design for Inclusive Privacy. The idea of universally usable security and privacy aims to make security and privacy designs usable
to a wide range of user populations but it seems to mainly focus
on accessibility issues [43, 80]. As I discussed before, other factors
such as cultural background should also be considered. As such,
inclusive privacy is broader than universally usable privacy because
it not only considers people’s abilities/disabilities, but also their
cultural background, identities and knowledge.
The design principles of privacy and accessibility are valuable
for inclusive privacy. For instance, drawing from the ability-based
design, inclusive privacy designs should focus on users’ abilities,
model their performance, and adapt the system to match users’
abilities.

3

RESEARCH AGENDA

In this section, I will outline a preliminary research agenda of
inclusive security and privacy. I will focus on privacy for people
with visual impairements as a concrete example domain for this
research agenda. Similar research topics could be conducted for the
security and privacy needs of other under-served populations.

3.1

Inclusive privacy analysis

There is a large body of literature on people’s privacy concerns,
preferences and practices. However, there are relatively few studies
that investigate privacy challenges or strategies of people with
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disabilities (visual [6, 7, 9, 66, 102], cognitive [26, 60, 81], and physical [48, 66]). These studies were either not designed for focusing on
privacy issues, or used one-time interviews or surveys that might
not capture visually impaired people’s everyday experiences.
A valuable addition is to study their privacy and security experiences in their daily lives more naturally and longitudinally, for
instance, using participant observation (“shadowing”) and diary
studies. Longitudinal diary study is a good method to understand
people’s mundane everyday experiences that they might forget to
provide in an interview or a survey (e.g., [97]). Participants could
be asked to submit a daily diary about anything they did or experienced on that day for which they felt their privacy was at risk or
violated. These events can include visiting certain websites, using
a shared/public computer, installing or using software (e.g., mobile
apps), or asking someone to help them with a task (e.g., read a
message or type a pin). Participants can submit their daily diary
via emails, text messages, voice mails [73], or on a web form.
While the diary study approach can provide many insights into
visually impaired users’ everyday privacy challenges and practices,
it has an important limitation - it’s based on self-reported data.
The extant literature has shown that visually impaired users face
challenges in recognizing emergent privacy threats (e.g., shoulder surfing). Therefore, they may miss reporting privacy-invading
incidents that they did not recognize. To address this methodological limitation, one could also conduct a light-weight ethnographic
study to directly observe how people with visual impairments enact
their privacy in their daily life but also help identify potential privacy risks that the participants did not recognize. A researcher will
“shadow” a participant for an extended period of time (e.g., a few
days) in the participant’s home and/or workplace upon permission.
The researcher will take notes during the observation on different
aspects of potential privacy-related incidents. If the researcher notices a privacy threat (e.g., a web page with a login form where its
SSL certificate expires and thus uses HTTP rather than HTTPS)
that the participant did not recognize, the researcher will explain
the threat to the participant and ask whether the participant has
noticed that issue and why.
Since “shadowing” can be privacy-invasive, the researcher can
use two main strategies to address this potential issue. First, if a
participant feels uncomfortable having the researcher observe certain activities, the researcher will excuse himself or herself upon
the participant’s request. Second, if the researcher finds that potential participants refuse to participate in the study because they
feel uncomfortable being“shadowed” by a researcher (stranger), the
researcher can try to recruit and train their trusted help givers (e.g.,
a close family member) to conduct the study. To get training, a
“participant researcher” will shadow a researcher and follow the
study protocol. Combining diary studies and “shadowing” could
provide insights into visually impaired users’ privacy and security
practices in their everyday lives. These insights can in turn be useful to understand these people’s abilities, characteristics, needs and
challenges in protecting their privacy and security.

3.2

Inclusive privacy design and evaluation

The prior literature and the results of the inclusive privacy analysis can be fed into the design of inclusive privacy mechanisms.
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One example inclusive privacy design idea is creating a privacy
threat reminder. The extant literature [6, 7, 9, 66, 102] and my own
prior work [19] point to a heightened privacy challenge for people
with disabilities - they have particular difficulties in recognizing
emerging privacy threats in the environment. For instance, the fact
that visually impaired users often wear headphones when using
screen readers can affect their ability to identify visual and aural
eavesdropping. The question is whether we can design a tool that
can help people with visual impairments to identify these emerging
privacy risks. Another example is to design multi-modal interfaces
for privacy/security risk indicators since most of such indicators
rely on visual cues (e.g., https lockpad icon), which are challenging
for visually impaired users.
One promising design approach in this context is participatory
design [76, 77] where the design team directly includes members of
the target user population (e.g., visually impaired users) who will
actively engage throughout the design process. These participatory design sessions should include people with or without visual
impairments as well as help givers to represent a wide range of
stakeholders. The first set of design sessions can start with everyone
sharing their own privacy concerns and practices. Then the team
will review together the major findings from the inclusive privacy
analysis (e.g., diary studies and light-weight ethnographic studies),
focusing on major privacy threats and their associated contexts
(e.g., online/mobile tracking on different websites) as well as potential coping strategies (e.g., installing and using ad blockers such
as Ghostery on a web browser or a smartphone). The subsequent
design sessions can then focus on co-designing and quick testing
of low-fidelity (e.g., paper prototypes), medium-fidelity (e.g., UI
mock-ups in Illustrator), and high-fidelity prototypes (e.g., browser
extensions or mobile apps). Once system prototypes are built, lab
or field experiments can be conducted to evaluate the functionality, usability, and the broader user experience of these prototypes.
However, it is important to note that the outcomes of participatory
design often require designers or researchers to synthesize, select,
adapt, implement, and evaluate in an iterative fashion.

3.3

Inclusive privacy design guidance
development

The goal of this research direction is to develop design guidelines
for creating privacy designs that are inclusive to different user
abilities, identities and values. This research direction can include
several components. First, it can evaluate the design guidelines
(e.g., for privacy [12, 33, 40, 52, 57, 68, 87] and for accessibility
and inclusion [55, 62, 98]), features, and implementations of the
inclusive privacy prototypes. Second, it can include other underserved populations. Given that people from different under-served
groups can differ drastically, tools designed for one under-served
population may or may not be directly applicable to other underserved populations. In fact, different under-served populations may
need to be studied separately and inclusive design principles may
be derived inductively from studying and designing for several
specific populations. For instance, researchers can interview people
with cognitive impairments and older adults about their privacy
needs, challenges and practices and have them test the inclusive
privacy prototypes. The results of the interviews and user testing
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will inform whether these inclusive designs can be used without
changes to support these other two under-served populations. If not,
the results will suggest what changes are needed. Third, research
can seek to provide further design guidance for supporting other
under-served populations based on results from the interviews and
user testing of inclusive privacy prototypes.
While it is desirable to derive inclusive security/privacy design
patterns (i.e., what/how to do) and anti-patterns (i.e., what/how
to avoid) that can be applied universally, practically this might be
extremly difficult if not impossible due to the seeminly uncountable
human characteristics. Partial rather than universal perspective is
also valuable even though it can only be generalized to a limited
number of under-served populations.

3.4

Making security and privacy more inclusive

An concrete example of inclusive S&P research is the line of work on
making authentications more accessible to people with disabilities.
For instance, Azenkot et al. first interviewed visually impaired users
about their experiences with mobile devices and found that these
users often chose not to use any device authentication because
of inconvenience and that they desired ways to hide their device
screens to prevent others from seeing their information or activities
on the devices [9]. Drawing from these insights, the researchers
then designed an authentication mechanism for this user group
that allows the users to use their finger tapping on the screen as a
password, which is easy for the users to remember but difficult for
others to observe [9].
My own research has found that visually impaired computer
users often face a number of challenges in using authentication
mechanisms (e.g., textual passwords), such as having difficulties in
locating the login elements, typing the correct passwords, verifying
successful authentication, or logging into web services on a public
or shared computer [19]. Inspired by these insights, we then designed a smart device-based password manager that allows visually
impaired users to more easily manage their accounts and passwords
and use public computers [10]. Both of these two aforementioned
research projects started with foundational user studies to understand an under-served population and then used the insights from
those studies to inform the subsequent design.
More broadly, there are several ways in which current security
and privacy research could be extended to make them more inclusive. For instance, user studies of security and privacy should
include more under-served populations. Similarly, privacy risk assessments (e.g., privacy impact assessment) should explicitly consider under-served populations (e.g., an assessment of a social media
platform should consider youth and older adults as its users). In
the design and evaluation of S&P technologies, especially those
that involve human efforts, should include different under-served
populations.

3.5

Inclusive S&P community building

Community building is an important aspect of supporting this new
wave of research. There is an emerging community of researchers
and practitioners interested in inclusive S&P. Examples of community building activities include two workshops on inclusive privacy
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and security I co-organized at SOUPS20151 and SOUPS20172 . In
addition, a new web site is under development to support this
emerging research community: http://www.inclusiveprivacy.org.

4

CONCLUSION

The current mainstream research in security and privacy tends
to focus on technical mechanisms and usability. In this article, I
highlight that while these two perspectives are invaluable, they fall
short of paying enough attention to other equally important issues
such as accessibility and needs of many under-served user populations. The idea behind inclusive security and privacy elevates the
important consideration of people’s abilities, characteristics, needs
and values as first-class design requirements for security and privacy mechanisms. I encourage security and privacy researchers and
practitioners to think about whether their designs or technical solutions can support or empower various under-served populations to
protect their security and privacy. I suggest inclusive security and
privacy as a promising third wave of research that both challenges
and complements the dominate foci on making security and privacy
mechanisms technically sound and usable.
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